Tissue homeostasis and immunity--more on models.
This article continues the ongoing debate around models of the immune system. Earlier contributors have paid much attention to the various processes that lead to adaptive immune system aggression or tolerance. They have often based their discussions around facts that have been established by experimental investigation. However, both the observation and interpretation of these facts have been influenced by the function--or system goal--that is believed to have generated them. The perception of this function (of all or part of the immune system) is influenced by long established theories in immunology (e.g. horror autotoxicus, clonal deletion in utero, pathogen elimination, clonal selection, auto-immunity and so on) which, for many, have become enshrined as facts. One function that has had less consideration and has not been extensively investigated is the maintenance of tissue homeostasis. When the immune system is viewed from this perspective, the facts invite alternative interpretations. Whilst this perspective may not necessarily be the only valid one, let alone a correct one, viewing things this way--at least briefly--might help to expose hidden assumptions. It also emphasizes that the immune system is a system and, as such, it can by analysed through the principles of general systems theory.